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I had a working version of Windows 10 before a known Microsoft bug got fixed.Q: Accessing final variables in parent classes I have a class, let's call it MyClass. It has several
properties and methods, and one of these properties is a final List, which is used for a few different things. I want to make it accessible to the methods of all derived classes (from

it). class MyClass { final List a; //... void foo() { //code } //... } class Derived : MyClass { void bar() { a.add(4); } } Is there any way to make a in a derived class accessible to code in
the main class? I know that I can pass a to bar() and use it there, but that feels wrong. A: If you want this to apply to all derived classes, you need to make it a protected member

instead. If you want to limit it to specific derived classes, you can still make it protected, but use the derived class as a type and then the method parameter is a type of that class:
void bar(T t) { t.a.add(4); } Then the call is from Derived.bar(): Derived d = new Derived(); bar(d); // add 4 to a class Derived extends MyClass { void bar() { super.a.add(4); } }

class MyClass { final List a; } It is very hard to give more useful advice than this without a more concrete example of what you are trying to do. A: If you want to share the final list
(reference to it) within all classes, it has to be declared protected in MyClass: class MyClass { protected final List a; //... void foo() { //code } //...
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